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SUMMARY:

A Rome TXH Tree Extractor was used to explore the harvesting of
four species of southern hardwoods by extraction. The test
indicate that harvesting by extraction is feasible for har-
vestang,  if tree size is limited to 9 inches DBH or less.

. Stump and below ground biomass averaged 18 percent of total tree
biomass.
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FEASIBILITY OF HARVESTING SOUTHERN

HARDWOOD TREES BY EXTRACTION

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to increase the total fiber yield from the harvesting
of forest trees, the concept of complete and total tree harvesting
has been investigated by Young (1974). The complete tree concept is
to use as much of the tree biomass, from both above and below ground,
as possible. Practice of this concept would reduce the pressure
now being exerted on commercial forest lands to meet world needs for
forest products. In the United States the concept has progressed to
the point where a machine has been developed for harvesting plantation-
grown southern pines by extraction. As described by Koch and Coughran
(1975) the machine severs the lateral roots of the tree and then ex-
tracts by pulling the "complete" tree, including the central root mass.
This harvesting method can increase the amount of southern pine fiber
available by approximately 20 per cent.

Besides pines, most commercial forest land in the South also contains
many hardwood trees. If complete utilization of these hardwoods is
to be realized, data-on the tot~l%arvestable  biomass available from
these trees should be collected now. It is also important to begin
determining how this potential resource can be harvested. The study
discussed in this paper is one of the first steps.

A TXH Tree Extractor manufactured by Rome Industries of Cedartown,
Georgia, was used for the study because it was available and is being
made commercially. The TXH was designed for harvesting plantation-
grown pulpwood-size pine trees, not hardwoods growing in natural
stands. Because of the wide gap between the TXH design purposes and
this study no production data were collected. Machine data collected
was for shearing and pulling forces. The test provides a good basis
for development of future harvesting systems and provides information
on how much stump and below ground biomass can be harvested for
southern hardwoods.

PROCEDURES

Tree-Site Selections

The species selected for this study were sweetgum  (Iquidambar
styracifluu  L.) true hickory (Carya  tomentosa  Nutt, C. gZabra
(Mill.) Sweet,



southern red oak (Quereus  falcata  Michx), and white oak (Q. aZba L.).
These species were selected because they have high commercial value,
provide a good range of specific gravities (soft to hard wood) and
frequently occur on the same sites.

For each site 10 trees of each species were selected in three diameter
classes: 1) 4 to 6 inches DBH, 2) 7 to 9 inches DBH, and 3) 10 to 12
inches DBH. With few exceptions selected trees were dominant or co-
dominant in crown form. In the 4-to 6-inch class it was necessary
to include some intermediate trees. An effort was made to be as
random as possible, so some trees were selected that were growing close
to another tree as long as there was room for the head of the tree
extractor to.work. Selecting adjacent trees was avoided if it was
judged that extraction of the first tree would affect extraction of
the second tree. Trees with obvious butt defects were avoided.

Two sites were selected for the study. The basis for these selec-
tions were: 1) they contained the sizes and number of trees needed
for the study, 2) soils were representive of the Southern Coastal
Plain (sandy-loam) and Piedmont (clay-loam), 3) slopes were slight,
not over 15 percent, to minimize equipment stability problems, and
4) timber stands were representive of typical mixed upland hardwoods
and pines.

Data

Data collected included those necessary to provide a measure of
the machine forces and times that they acted on a tree during
extraction attempts. These data include time and force to shear
lateral roots to a depth of 10 inches, and the time and force re-
quired to break or pull from the soil any unsheared roots for ex-
traction. Forces were calculated from hydraulic system pressures
acting on the shear-lift cylinders.

Soil parameters that could affect tree resistance to extraction
were measured. These data included: 1) an indication of soil
shear strength measured with a l/2-inch  diameter cone penetrometer,
2) wet bulk density, 3) dry bulk density and 4) moisture content of
the soil.

At the time of extraction the soil moisture and density values were
measured with a Troxler Model 3411 Nuclear Moisture-Density Gauge.
Measurements were made at the soil surface, and at 6- and 12- inch
depths. The penetrometer readings were also taken at the surface
and at 6- and 12- inch depths.

To determine the percentage increase in wood fiber obtained from ex-
traction of the stump during harvesting, we took green weights of tree
components in the field within 15 minutes of extraction. Weight data
included stump weight with and without soil, weight of tree from 6-
inch stump height to 3-inch top without branches, and crown weight
(including all branch wood).



Tree dimensions measured were length of extracted root to a 6-inch
stump, total height, crown height, and height to 3-inch top. Diam-
eters outside bark (DOB) were measured at 6 inches above ground line,
breast height, base of crown, and mid height (l/2  of total height).
At the time of measurements sample disks were cut from the tree butt,
midpoint, 3-inch top,
and moisture content.

and branches for measurement of wood density

Test Methods

Before the test, the sample trees were selected and tagged to ensure
that the numbers of trees of each species and DBH class were avail-
able on each site. Before attempting to extract a tree the soil
parameters in its vicinity were measured with the cone penetrometer
and the moisture-density gauge. The machine was then brought up to
where the extraction head had clear access to the tree and where,
if the tree was growing on a slope, the machine itself was stable
(Fig. 1).

Figure 2. TXH %ee Eh-bractor in pssition  j@or~gripping  and extracting
a tree.

The extractor was then closed around the tree, causing the horizontal
grip blades to bite into the tree. With the extractor locked onto
the tree, the two vertical semi-circular shears were activated and
hydraulic pressure recorded for shearing lateral roots to a depth of
10 inches, the limit of the shear travel. After the 10 inches of
penetration of the shear through the root system and ground, a force
is applied by the same cylinders to begin extraction. For only a
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few small trees was this force by itself sufficient for extraction.
Therefore, for this test the primary extraction force was con-
sidered part of the shearing force. In most cases it was necessary
to apply additional force by use of the loader lift arms. In these
cases this secondary force was recorded as the extraction or pulling
force.

To collect data for the harvestable below ground biomass of the
root crown, we sometimes used other techniques to extract trees
that were not easily puked on the first attempt. These tech-
niques included making a second attempt at right angles to the
first, rocking the tree by use of the loader tilt cylinders, and
rocking the total machine while applying an upward force with the
lift arms. Usually if the tree could not be extracted within
3 minutes the attempt was recorded as a failure.

For trees that were pulled, the tree components were separated
with a chainsaw, and the tree data were recorded. The stump
(6-inch height) and root crown were considered one unit. The
stump unit was weighed with soil that remained on the root system
after extraction. To obtain a clean unit for weighing, we used
steel bars and, when necessary, a high pressure water stream to
remove soil and rocks from the root system (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. ManmZZy cZeaning soil and rocks from a white oak stump.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Early in the test it became apparent that we would run into more
difficulties in trying to extract hardwoods than Koch (1976)
reported for southern pines. The first tree attempted was a
49-year-old hickory with a 7.8 inch DBH. It took a total of 24.21
minutes in two attempts, 90 degrees to each other, to extract this
tree. The force required to shear the lateral roots was 90,400
pounds. The extraction force provided by the second half of the
travel of the shear-extraction cylinders was either not sufficient
at 147,000 pounds, or the force was not applied over a long enough
stroke to break the lateral and tap roots that were below the
lo-inch travel of the shears (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Twisted and broken hickory roots thstt were not
sheared.

Observations during the time of the test indicate that lack of
shear and extraction cylinder stroke, not available force, pre-
vented easy extraction of this tree and others during the test.
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lt dots  not appear that any afte variable si
extraction fmces, Factors such as whether
grown ftoln an old st

r not a tree had
sprout  are difficult to account for.

SDmetfines, if trea?s had &?wn frotn Btw%p  sprouts 8 large portion
ay~t~ was sheared aff and extractfolt effort ns?eded wan
en the old root

effort
syst
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was not sheared, extraction

Ffrm, ~~rd~od~  tested, tith the excreption of ~@~t~~ (Fig.41,
had more lateral, mat& at greater  depths than pine. The TXH is
oz.&y capable crf shearing l&era1 room  to a depth of 10 inches
and a n er af lateral roota  existed below this leveli (Figs. 5,6)-
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Future ds~~lop~~~t  of an ~parat~~~a~ ~ard~~~d tree extractor
wald reqimire several than es from t h e  TXN Extracltar.
Lower-graund-pressur@  prim

Hirst,  a
mver fs needed weth,a  higher draw

bar ~a~~b~~~ty than that of norml Qhecled  loaders, To kmp the
machine size and cost within reason an upper firnit on tree size

at about 9 inches ham. By li~~t~~~ tree size
W the present tree ~r~~p~n~ ~~~b~d of the TXH should

add~ti~~a~  force is needed to insure
complete penetration of the ripper blades. The depth af
shearing of the fatetaf rmts shmld be Increased or a nethad
for shearing the tap mot at SJ  depth af abaut  20 inetnes  shauld
be d~ve~~~ed. Of the fotnr  test species, the change is dilly
needed for hickory and swatter.

A shearing  furce  and prl, r y  extra~t~~~ force o f  1~~~~~~  pounds,
siglflar to the ntaxim ign ~~~ab~~ity  for the TXH Txea Extractor,
would provide fur rslfable extract&m if force could
be applied aver a greater distance? than  the
the Tree Extractor.




